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AM CT
This investigation was conducted to deterr.iine the
affect on performance and temperatures of the addition of
either liquid hydrogen or liquid ammonia to thrae bipro-
peliant systems of current interest. These bipropellunt
systems are nitrogen tetroxide-h/drazine, hydrogen peroxide-
hydrazine, ana RJffiA-hydrazine,
For each tripropellant system all important
parameters ana chamber ana exhaust temperatures are de-
termined for equilibrium flow conditions and constant
composition flow conditions. All the results are listed
in tables tad the effects on several of the more important
parameters are illustrated graphically.
The results show that theoretically the effect of
the addition of the third component is desirable by causing
reduction in temperature and increase in performance.
New parameters were introduced for utilization in
predicting performances of tripropellant systems once the
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INTKCDliCTION
One of the major problems in the cper tion of thermal
jet and rocket engines la &hw reduction in heat transfer to
the combustion chci-ber walls. One aoiution to the problem
of cuint iiriiii^ the wall material below Its melting point has
be.;ii the use of exterior cooling system to maintain the
temperature of the wall considerably below the tsaeeratttre
the | ... To recover part pf the heat lost la this ban-
ner the fuel or oxidant say be used as the extericr cool nt.
a syi is saia to be r^ener atively cooled. For
hitjh performing prope^iant sgfsteiis excessively high tempera-
ture.. ar*w encountered in tne combustion Chamber and the con-
vergent section of tne nozzle; therefore, it Is necessary to
resort to more effective methods of cooling (Cf, Ref. 1),
Furthermore, many of the newer fuels and oxidants are so
unstable tiiut it is not »os^ibj.e to use them in regenera*
tiveiy coolea sy~iw._- #
Theoretically at all oper^tln^ temperatures, and
practically, at least at lower temperatures, it fees been
shown that film or transpiration cooling techniques offer
cert -in opcr.-tive advantages (Cf, Ref, .;), In addition,
sucn techniques theoretically appear tc lend themselves to
application to very hot propellent systei&s operat over
longer periods of ti»..e.
In film or tr a^n'ution cooiiii^, U.e co t moves
in counter! lo\. to ti. .t f± u$h ths • 11 material.
and evaporates on the surface exposed to the high tempera-
ture, and ©ay or may not take part in the combustion on
entering the combustion zone in the chamber. The extent
of the mixing with the combustion gases is not yet known
nor is it known what efficiency of absorption of radiant
energy by a gas or vapor stream may be expected.
The addition of a third component as film or trans-
piration coolant to the combustion reaction, if properly
chosen, may have certain uesirabie effects on the calculated
performances and the adiabatic flame temperatures, assuming
adequate mixing and complete chemical reaction* The extent
to which the»« assumptions identify the actual conditions
of operation will have to be determined experimentally.
The theoretical effect on performance and gas temperature
of combustion is of immediate interest since it will indicate
the direction and order of magnitude (Cf » J\&f* 3) of the
change in performance parameters to be expected.
Hydrogen (liquid or gas) and ammonia (liquid or gas)
have previously been demonstrated (Cf . Kefs« 3, 4, 6, and 7)
to be the most effective third components to be adued to
present propellant systems, although water (liquid) has
been considered seriously (Cf# Refs* 7 and 8), These com-
ponents or their dissociation products lower the chamber
temperature by decreasing the available energy per pound
o£ tot -1 propellant and increase the performance, both very
desirable effects. Increased performance is possible be-
cause of the lower average molecular weight of the products
of reaction resulting froi- the addition cf the third
confront nt #
For those reasons, the investigation of the effect
of the addition of a thiru component on the performance of
rocket propellant systems currently of interest was under-
taken. These systems of immediate interest weret RFNA-
hydrazine system with liquid ammonia added, RFNA-hydrazine
with liquid hydrogen added, nitrogen tetroxide-hydrazine
with liquid ammonia added, nitrogen tetroxiae-hydrazine
with liquid hydrogen added, hydrogen peroxide-hydra zine
with liquid ammonia added, and hydrogen peroxide-hydra zine
with liquid hydrogen added, A re-evaluation of the per-
formance in stoichiometric proportion of the* hydrogen
peroxide-hydrazine system was also undertaken since earlier
calculations (Cf* Ref , 8) neglected molecular and atomic
oxygen in the mass and heat balances.
The performance parameters were evaluated for each
tripropellant system at a fixture ratio corresponding to
stoichiometric proportions with respect to the bipropellant
oxidant and fuel, but with varying amount of third component
(liquid hydrogen or ammonia) added in excess, Stoichiometric
proportions were chosen since the chamber temperature (Tc )
was very nearly a maximum at this mixture ratio (the real
maximum is slightly on the reductant-rich side of stoichio-
metric) and the reduction in flame temperature by an addition
would be most marked.
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EXPLAMATION OF SXMBOLS
a Number of moles of water vapor (E2O) in
the products of reaction
b Number of moles of hydrogen (H^) in the
products of reaction
c Number of moles of hyuroxyl ions (OH) in
the products of reaction
d Number of moles of atomic hyurogen (H)
in the products of reaction
e Number of moles of oxygen (Og) in the
products of reaction
f Number of moles of atocic oxygen (0) in
the prouucts of reaction
g Number of moles oV nitrous oxicte (NO)
in the products of reaction
h Number of moles of nitrogen (N^) in the
prouucts of reaction
H Somber of gram to? 8 of hyurogen in the
reactants
N Number of gram atoms of nitrogen in the
react- nts
• Number of gram atoms of oxygen in the
reactants
a Velocity of sound corresponding to cham-c
ber conditions (ft sec*1 )
Effective exhaust velocity (ft sec"*1 )
c* Characteristic velocity (ft sec~^-)
Cp. Theoretical turust coefficient of nozzle
(Cp) Apparent molar isobar ic heat capacity of
products of reaction at equilibrium
chamber temperature (cal mol""^ °K )
(Cy) Apparent molor isochoric heat capacity
of product;; of reaction at equilibrium
chamber temperature (cal mol*^ °K**1 )
£p Average apparent molar isobaric heat
capacity of products of reaction during
their passage through nozzle
(cal mol*"1 °ii"1 )
Cy Average apparent molar isochoric beat
capacity of products of reaction auring
their passage through nozzle
(cal rool- 1 °K*" :i )
E/ T \ Dimeiisionle3s parameter equal todsp)
U„ - Tcr^
I Tx sp xc
E(k\ Dimensionless parameter equal to
h° Tc
°
f^ Nozzle tnroat area (sq in)
F Thrust of rocket motor (lb)
| Acceleration of gravity (arbitrarily
chosen e . - ft sec""^)
h Altitude index (n.i)
T TA hC,, AEuc ,etc, C- in Ipj of the products of
reaction (k cal) b« t ript
temperature (°K) and subscript tei -
perature (°K)
To
d E,/ Enthalpy change In cifiea systt
fro): Tx to Tg with the system in
chemical e iUiiibriun- (k c. 1)
I Sp Specific impux^t: of propeilant (sec)
J cbaniCfil equivalent of heat
(4.186 x lQr® ergs k c;.l"'^)
K^, Kg f etc, bquilibriuK! constants expressed in
teri&s of i^irtial pre.-...ur<oo ior
particular reactions is listed on
pa^e 47
Kn . , ivn ... , etc* Equilibrium constants expressed in teres
of nu. ber of moles of components for
»
particular reactions a listed on pa^c 47
m Total weight of reaetants (gm)
m Height rate of flow through nozzle
(lb sec*1 )
E Average molecular weight of the product
8
of reaeti* ar in-j their passage through
the nozzle
Hq Average molecular weight of the products
of reaction it equilibrium chamber
temperature




Tc% n , etc








Average number of molet of products of
reaction present during their passage
through the. nos^le
Number oi' moles at temperature (°K)
indicated, by superscript
Number of moles of proaucts minus the
number of moles of reaetants indicated
in balanced equilibrium equation for
i
a particular reaction
Tot.il pressure of the products of
reaction (atm.)
Nozzle exhaust pressure (psia)
Chamber pressure (psia)
Heat available from completion of re-
action at temperature (°K) as indi-
cated by superscript (k cal)
Ciian^c in heat available between Tc
ana Te (^ cal)
Heat of formation of the reaetants at
300° K (* cal)
Heat of formation of the products at
500° t (k cal)
Reu fuming nitric acia (in this investi-
gation j nitric aciu with 6,Bj*> by
we i grit ^04)
Universal g&fl constant (1*886 cal
mol"1 °i~l , 8.516 x 10
7
ergs mol"1 °K~1 )
-0-
T Absolute temperature (°K)
Tc Equilibrium chamber temperature (°r,)
Te £xhaust temperature (°h)
? Average density of rocket propellent
•3- Ratio of isobaric to isochoric heat
capacity (Cp/Cv )
Yq Ratio or apparent . isobaric to isochoric
heat capacity of products of reaction
at equilibrium chamber temperature
y Ratio of average apparent isobaric to
isochoric heat capacity of the pro-
ducts of reaction auring their passage
through the nozzle
p' ' k function of V defined by
r' * *(7fr)2T?^)
r| y x p
/
evaluated for V a Tc
Tc* *sp> na> ***•* Superscript zero indicates value of
parameter for bipropellant system
at stoichiometric mixture ratio
-.-
PART I
DIbCUiSSION OF fcSSUM fcflD INTRODUCTION OF PAH..: [S
The assumptions useu in evalu tin^ the theoretical
performances of the tripropeii ant ^yate^s were that
1. The propeliants rt<.c l completely sad there
is euffleleat time for the establishment of
equilibrium concentrations of the normally
unexciteu components - Bg, K^O, NO, N^>, N,
,, 0, H, OH - at the ediabatic fXane tem-
perature determined Dy ti.e Baasa and beat
balance. All minor component ,:rc eon-
siaereu in these calculation^ except atomic
nitrogen (H) #
The e .uip .rtxtion of energy fcBOBg the elec-
tronic, vibrational, and rotation..! energy
levels is assumed to be Instantaneous, both
in the cnasber and in the expansion proces.,,
for constant composition and equilibrium
flow conuxtioiio a^sumeQ.
Ovei . temperature n±n&^ of loo degrees,
T
QayjAH 300* anci &'<is fixture composition
versus temperature are a^u. ed to be linear.
4. Chamber pressure (Pc ) is 500 psia for all cal-
culations presented herein, ana the exhaust
pressure (Pe ) is us. - to be 1^.7 psia.
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5. For constant composition flow calculations,
the propcliant gas composition remains con-
stant ana equ.-I to the composition at the
adiabatic flan>e temperature in the chamber (Tc ) .
6. For equilibrium flow calculations the composi-
tion or the prouucts changes continuously with
pressure a.nd temperature along the nozzle and
the energy released in shifting the equilibrium
involved is made available for Increased per-
formance.
7. Steady flow prevails throughout the nozzle.
That is, shock disturbances are neglected,
velocity profile is uniform ana flat, com-
pressibility and viscous effects are neglectea.
It is further assumed one dimensional equations
are v^lia.
8. The expansion process is isentropic ana the
combustion takes place adiabatioaliy,
9. The enthalpy of the reaction products is in-
dependent of the pressure since relatively
low pressures were used in these calculations.
10. Velocity of the reaction prouucts in the chamber
is negligible comparea to effective exhaust
velocity,
11. In computing tne characteristic velocity (c*)
the r<itio of specific beats (V) is assumed to
be the ratio of the specific heats at the
-11-
equilibriu; b) ,iaber taBperature, and equal to
)f c . The )f g is baaed on tne than*;* of enthalpy
over the one hunureu ae^ree Interval nearest
the chamber teuperature (Tc ) at a constant
pressure equal to the chamber pressure. For
the expansion process a constant dVerage iso-
bciric heat capacity (C^) is assumed.
The foregoing assumptions were useu in calculating
the parameters necessary to compare the systema ma the ef-
fect of adding fi thiru component. Since achieving a high
terminal velocity is essential, the impulse is a more sig-
nificant parameter than bha energy dissipated* Consequently,
the specific impulse which is the thrust par unit weight
rata of flow is computed ana is the ratio of the effective
exhaust velocity to the acceleration of gravity. This is
one of the most useful parameters in comparing propellant
systems.
Effective exhaust velocity is of equal importance
as a par iter since it is Indicative of eojeentUE change
(c a Isp g) . The affective exhaust velocity is the nozzle
exit velocity (axial) and is also defined as the ratio of
tha thrust to mass rata of :*iow. Thus, it is easily Calculated
boti. experii - lly ana theoretically,
Tne characteristic velocity (c*) parameter is com-
puted tinea It determined only bj the properties of the
propellant ana tiie throat diaj eter i Qd Is Independent of the
exit conditio:;... It i. .vure of tne combustion efficiency
1'
ana readily calculated considering ohlj the prep< t pro-
perties (To Yc> S$) a* ti;c combustion conditions. In
this way it is vtry useful to obtain quick estiEs tes of the
merit of .s propellent system.
The nozzle thrust coefficient (Cp) has been foune to
be a useful parameter. It is a function of chamber pressure,
nozzle throat are.., and the thrust developed. Theoretically,
it Bay be evaluated frop t. t tio of the effective exhaust
velocity to the charge Ua-xstic velocity.
The altitude index is a useful parameter in comparing
propelloiit systems* sine u it is a weighted -'unction of sp-eei-
c impulse ana propeij.sr.t aen^ity, It is a comparison of
the altituae attainable by an arbitrarily chosen lar-je tot 1
impulse rochet with a rqeJ --t of specified tot -1 impulse.
By using a 1 rje rocset the propcixants become only functions
of their specific impulse and, density and thus proviuc a *joou
measure of their rel<, t^v^ cerit for long range or hi^h alti-
tuae missile ippliCition,
Tne values of altituae inc., . . e based on equations





mtmjQ&fSMT OF ?HE EQUATION.. )LVIH(J TS8 COKPOoITIG.N
of yfeg ^Rotmets of reaction xbcluduio ugb coup ps
The equations developer here for determining the
composition of the products of reaction are of necessity
synonymous to uethoas previously developed for solving
similar problems, They represent an independent derivation,
however. As a result, the use aDu nomenclature of the equa-
tion., are slightly different*
Although there have been numerous methods of solu-
tion for this type problem, they ^re all time consuming and
laborious. Severn methods tvere inv^stigiteu in an effort
to fllld a quick exact solution, but tha final conclu^ioa
tfett c soae H;ethO'.,s, although of e<;Uai ^aaptability, did
not offer any definite avantage over the method useu In
this thesis, either in time or accuracy.
The products of reaction of all the propellant
systems invest!^ tea container Hg, H, OH, NO, Ng, RgO, 0, Og.
The following system of symbols was used to represent the
ateaic ana molecular species present in the combustion gases:
a a number of moles of water vapor (HgO)
b - number of moles of hyarogen (Bg)
c * number of moles of hydroxyl ion (08)
d * number of moles of atomic hyarogen (K)
e s number- of mole^ of oxygen (0g)
f • number of moles of atomic oxygen (0)
g * number of molts of nitrous oxiue (i^O)
h = number ox' moles of nitrogen (Ng)
H « number of gran; .^toms of hyaro^en
N - number of gram atoms of nitron tn
• number of gran .atoms of oxyjen
The major components arc molecular hydrogen, molecu-
Iir nitrogen, ;>na water vapor. The minor components are atomic
hyuro^en, nitrous oxiaw, atomic oxygen, oxygen, atomic nitro-
jen, and the hydroxy1 io: . The presence of atomic nitrogen
is neglected in thio investigation.
Therefore, bbt problem 1* to find at least eight
equations by the uae of which the it unknowns can be
solved. The reaction equation for oyster., containing hydro-
gen, Bltrogen, ana oxygen is:
H * N » aH^O bh^ * cOH dH eOjg fO
gNO hNg
This immediately giv^ three of the necessary eight
equations by setting up the atom balances;
Sum of hydrogen atoms: H * ^a ^b + c * d (1)
ftti of oxy^n atoms: 0«a + c*^e*f*g (2)
Sum of nitrogen atoo* I N » g <ih (3)
The reaetntng five equations were attained by con-
sidering re.cf.ions ani . tion: . ong the eight products
of reaction. Equilibria- t be resumed ,n» the resulting
equations are as follows:
jN^ * H£0 *N0 + Hj^(^na-0 fc 5)
&no * «J3L (4)
h- 5a
-lb-
SH^O - O2 * 8% (A ng » 1.0)
v3
H2Q * * H-
2 («
a'











The tabular values ox" the equilibrium constants used
from Table I were b^sed on ratios of partial pressures, but
since the development here uepends on the molej of gases
1
it was necessary to convert the Kg, Kg, K7, &.$, ana &iq to
&xi3» Kne* &ny> £-n$* ana kn^Q &y the following general rela-
tion:
Kn • & (np) (An)
ft)
where np - number of moles of proaacts of reaction
P * total pressure of products of reaction
A n » number of moles of products sinus the number
of moles of reactants obtained from balanced
equilibrium equation
Also, there is an additional equation since hn is
a function of total moles of products of reaction where
ap«a*b*c*d*e + f*g*li (10)
It is pointed out that np must also be estimated for each
particular solution.
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These tlons e n be solved to express the cor -
position of ecicn c BOttpenenti as * function of, t
the BOSt 4 two uia>nowns, gITlag th< following t u tions:






d - Kn9 b»
6
e * > a
2
b*
f * Kn? a






h- - i (N - g) (18)
np»a*b*c*(l*e*f*g*h (19)
K,^ » jg^ (20)
ah- b
With these equations all the unknown quantities can
be found if the correct estimate of °b" can be founu. The
correct v^lue of "b" is founu by trial siitf error. Therefore,
the following trial ana error procedure is employed
.
1. estimate Tc to nearest 100° K,
2. Estimate np and compute the equilibrium con-
stants (Kn f s) for total pressure of prouuets
of re .ctioin for this estimated Tc *
3. Estimate »b", number of moles of hydrogen.
-J 7-
•
4. Calculate other components fro,, this estimated
"b", using Equations (11) through (IB).
b. From Equation (19), find np. Compare with es-
timated np of Step 2«
6. From Equation (<!0), find Kn^, Compare this
with Kn^ of btep . These two will be identical
if np estimated » np actual,
7. Repeat calculations based on new value of "b n
until agreement of np (estimated) • np (computed)
and Kns (Step 6) » K^ (Step d) .
8. As a check on numerical accuracy, Equations
(1), (<i), and (5) should be usee.
To demonstrate the use of these equations for deter-
mining the composition of the prouuets of reaction, the fol-
lowing sample calculation is presented.
The corporation is to be solvea for a particular
temperature ana pressure corresponding to chanber conditions
in a rociiet motor. The propellent system chosen to best
demonstrate the use of these equations is nitrogen tetroxide
and hydrazine at stoichiometric with the addition of \ mole
of liquid ammonia.
The chemical equation expressing the reaction of
the propellant is given, at low temperature, asx
%04 (l) ,-b NH3 (1) + k %H4 « 4 KgO (l) + 3,1^5 % .375 H2
at elevated temperature;
Hki04 (1) * .;;b NH5 (1) * U Ni;H4 * aH£0 (g) * bHg * cOH 4 dH
eOki 1 gNO hNg
-i
Ftoi, this aquationf rip is found to be equal to or
grater th .n 7.b uoiu:>.
Usin^ equations (1), (;j) , and (.:>) , the following
three equations are obtained
|
*
Sua of hydrogen atones
H«8.75«^a*iib*c*d
Sum of oxygen a tows
- 4.0 "»a + c + .~e+f + g
Sua of nitrogen atoms
N • 6.25 m g £h
Now employing Equations (11) through (18), an ad*
uitlond seven equations are obtained!
a • 6.7b b' 5 - fcW b - 8H***






d » raiy b- 5
e = Kn6 a^
b-
t Kfta a
g » 4.0 -a-c-^e-f
h m |(0 #28 - g), « .,.1 e - g/Jd
It vtcb now necessary to choose ., te&perature to the
2,00* t nu to estimate the total number of Boles of
all tne reaetant* at this temperature.
With T * • ° Kj Pc * SuO psia; rip • 7,<5 moles,












To be^in the trial anu error solution of the composi-
tion, a representative value of "b n was chosen.
In the first trial, "b» was taken equal to 0,7 raoles,












Comparing hu .. ana rip I *lafc*d with I r ~ ana lip
i#d on assumptions, it «^.s foun<i &hut
K.115 (based on &a -. values) • 0*00800
compared with
K113 (calculated) » O.OOoOO
and
np (assumed) * 7.80
compared with
np (calculated) * 7,b&9
With this information, it w^s necessary to assume
another n« » 7,86, ana resolve the equations with an ad-
Justed value of »b» « 0.690.
t 3^00
np 7.86
(np/P) ( A nml *°> 0.385


















Comparing results of seconu trial showed K^'s to bo
in exact agreement and Up calculated m 7.ai>6 coiapareci to tip
estimated « 7.860. This difference is negligible. There-
fore, the ex&ct composition Is computer for the chosen
temperature, T * 5200° K, at a pressure, p * 500 psia
(20.41 atlas,)*
fASl III
8AMFt£ CALOUJUTIGia Or 9 I .IiCE P,-vRA>.LTERS
Calculations are made on the nitrogen tetroxide
(liquid) and hydrasJjfci (liquid) propellant system at stoi-
chiufi.etric with the aduition of i ciole of liquid amiBOiiia as
the thira component to illustrate the methods presented
thus far.
Since a sample calculation for the determination of
the propellant composition at a choson temperature has been
made in Part II, these calculations will proceed from that
point in order to avoiu duplication*
The chemical equation at stoichiometric fixture of
this propellant system is at low te&perature:
1.0 N2O4 8 N>H4 « 4 H^O (1) * 3 N2
With the addition of $ stole of liquid ausionia to
above equation, it became
t
1.0 KgO* 4 0*20 NH3 (1) 4 8 N2H4 *
4 HgO (1) &»!£§ Sfi * 0.^75 H2
At an elevated temperature the chemical equation 1st
1.0 N^04 0.<ib NH3 (l) 4 8 N£H4 •
a HyO (2) 4 b Hg 4 c CH d H 4 e O2
f g HO h N2
Tot^I emlss of all proauctii of reaction is equal to
16l'. pM4
-*iOty—
$tep A. Calculation of Cumber Temperature (Tc )
Estimate TQ to the nearest 100° K, Choose Tc (est,)
* 2&G0° k.
Using methods for solving tne composition of the
products of reaction demonstrated in Part II, the composition*









The Q£v can now be evaluated for this temperatures
q|v * Z Of (products) - TQf (reactants) (^1)
Table III lists values of heats of foraatioo of the
cna^ber and exhaust gases ana of the reactants used in evalu*
ating q|t .
With use of Table III, q|v was found to be equal to
218, Ste k cal./160.3^ go.
The A H§qq can now be evaluated,
AHloo - ^i % A Hi (2k)
This was coiaputea from Table II ana found to be
equal to bl7.0b k cal,/160«6<* gal, If the Q^y
00 is compared
with the A h|q§°# it is founa that the temperature of 3ii00°
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D i'or Tc is too 3L.vll an>; a new Tc must be selected,
Fop the seconu triol, Tc • ^^Oo° K is chosen. Similar cal-
culations are u.aae as with Tc I oJcQO k ana the compos; ition








Q*v°° an(i <AHp,9° are computed at ooOO K and found
to be i
^5300 , c04.90 k cal,/160.5ii gcs.lav
A H|§8° a .;~6.11 k Ciil./160.5ki gas.
Comparing these values, it is seen that Tc * o600° K.
Is too high. Therefore, Tc EUst be between o^00° S and
3300° k. The e'xact value of T will be that temperature
where AH^§ * Q^J. With the assumption that & H^Jq and
Q*y versus T(°K) ^re linear over a 100° temperature range,
the AT (temperature change between tne lower and upper
temperatures Tc) is computed by the following relationj
T • 3^00° A T
6MST* "O* •««, w
«8ft+
A T • 8° K
Tc » 3^00 * 6 » o.J08° K
fitan fi. Eai.guiaUflft of flaUg, of lagfetjtic to ISQChori.c, Heat
faftacUY, (y c )
the Isobarie ana isochoric heat capacities (C
p<J
and
Cwc ) must be calculated in order to obtain Vc«
Cpc - <*h|1oo .(*)
Hp (AT)
where <J%g00 * U H^ - AH£Q0 ) (Qay - QftV ) (*:6)
Cp
c
• * t 03 - ^p* x 1Q3 cml Ow-1 bo1-1
»p (100)
* ~o»QS x j.0 a &9»1&8 cal °JTl B501"*1
7.81*
Cyc * 89*130 - 1.986 * <;7.144
Cvc
step C. Calculation of average Molecular Weight (Tc )
He is the average molecular weight of the products
of reaction.
** ~ §Tc (2?)
where m * mass of reactants
Tc
n * number of moles at te&p. Tc produced by nm n
mass of reactants,
^e a 1"^^^ • ^0#3ti4 gas. xsol"*1
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utep P. C.acuUtxo;i of Characteristic Velocity (c*)
Using only the adiabatic fLi&te temperature in th«
chamber tad 2^ and Ec calculated, the parameter, characteris-
tic of the propellant (c*) Can be computed. This is very
valuable ^ince the propellant can be immeaiately judged as
to its practicability ana may save eoany useless Calculation*
of propellant systems which would be of no interest.





Pc - chamber pressure psia
ft » area of throat
•
is a masb rate of flow through nozzle
or
— ^
1C* * &Q a \ Ru Tc I
rt**} \ *c Vc
(29)
ac
m velocity of sound corresponding to chamber
conditions
P * f . - function of V evaluated at if a ^ e
Ru a universal gas constant
a average molecular weight of chamber gas
Tc adiabatic flame temperature in chamber
y c s ratio of isobaric heat capacity to isochoric
heat capacity
—*^Y"»
The P % Cf ) Can be foun^ froL: Xtj relation to V c
in the ©quation
t
r %w * < -iSLr le-1 * (30)
or the linear relation*
p\**) - •**# .5046 Vc (51 )
can be used.
This linear approximation (Cf. Ref. 5) was checked
over the range of Y encountered in these calculations and
found to be equal to the value calculi tea by the exact
equation within one half per cent.
Using the linear approximation for r % (Yc )$ c*
was calculated to be equal to 6014 ft sec*^.
Step S. Calculation of Kxhaust Temperature (Te )
At this point it is important to illustrate two
separate methods of calculation} One set of calculations for
equilibrium flow (assuming that the composition is a function
of the temperature and is changing through the nozzle) and
a second set of calculations for constant composition flow
(assuming that the composition is independent of temperature
and pressure through the nozzle). Calculations for equili-
brium flow will be carriea out first and then the modifications
necessary to calculate constant composition flow are listed.





The composition of tii*-- products of reaction is a
function of temperature ujm is continuously changing .r.i> the
gas flows through the nozsle.
First, estimate T© (°K) to the nearest 100 °K. As-
suming that Te is 8EO0 °K, the composition of the reaction
products is calculates b,- of the method illustrated
in determining the composition in Part II.
a (H^O) * o.boo
b (Ha) » o.560
(OH) e.014
d (H) - u.009
e (%> « 0.001
f (0) n +m
d (NO) m 0,001
h (fe) m o.:u4
n * m 7.t;lc
From this composition at ^Ou °K, A h|q§° was de-
termined to be 1^9.46 k cal/160.o,.. g£fc, ana A%q was pre-
viously calculated to be ^17. B0 k cal/lGO.o^ gn*»-
The ebai in the enthalpy of the products of re-
action in going from Tc to Te with the components in equili-
brium is now cdeuiatea:
Tc TC ££00 £00 Tc
£ H<^Q0 - (4H300 - dHoOG ) - (Qav - Qav)
(Qav°° - ^1t) s <**•<* k cai/ibo.o,. g»s«
Tc
<5 ^00 .48 k cal/160.o£ gms.
Now TL can be found for use in deter&iz.ing exhaust
temperature (Te ), This is the average isobaric heat capacity
between tne. chamber and exit.
n"p(Tc-T^)
and since
Up s 7.6B9 ffiolea
Te
and cSfim * l*i9,48 k cal/16G»<5*; giss.
Then, Tfp = 16.690
and H « ,119
K
Therefore,
Te * ?e (P«/Pe)Cp * £239 ©&
It is now necessary to estimate a new Te since the
Te caiculateu is sore than ± 10° of the Te estimated,
Therefore, T© s kiSOO °K is now taken and the composition
of the products of reaction calculated as before.
a (%0) « 3.&60
b (%) « 9«8ft@
c (OH) a 0.0^7
d (H) * 0.017
I («te) * 0.003
f (0) s 0.001
i (so) • 0.-306
h <%> 8 3.1*7
Te
n • ss 7.b^8
-SO-
Using methoa illustrated for computing Te froL, first
trial, Te a 8800 °K,
Tc
C5 %300 * "ll*"*8i * Cal/160»Sii g^S.
Now instead of commuting Te for an assumed Te •
.300 °K, it is better to t ..he a new Te (assumed) equal to
the computed Te of first trial (plus or minus a small cor*
rection aepenuiiig on whether or not the first estimate of
Te was high or low ttoajtaffed to tr»e first c^lculatec value
of Xe .
For the assumed Te so corrected
Te • 8SHW °K
Tq






Henoe, Te • Tc (£&j
Ep
« g£4g °k
The Te calculated is only 7 degrees different from
Te estiri-atec. and can be taken as the correct Te . Repetition
of the calculation would not change Te #
Tc
It is noteu, however, that the value of ^ H- to be
used in finding the effective exhaust velocity (c) must be
for the correct Te s 8246 °K instead of for TG « <-^>9 °K.
O H-^4g - 1*4.-60 k c ,1/160 f5h fBft.
o H^c39 " l*b,i»l k c^l/160,^ gas.
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a t Modification for Constant Composition F,1qw
To modify the calculation of Te (equilibrium flow)
to apply to a Calculation of Te (constant composition flow),
the following variations must be used.
The composition is not a function of temperature
ana remains fixect during the flow tirrough the nozzle.
The Te estimated must be smaller than Te estimated
for equilibrium flow.





With these modifications the procedure is the sane
as used for equilibrium flow as illustrated.
Step
,
F» Calculation of Effective jyxhaust Velocity (c)
and Specific Impulse (Isp )











J * mechanical equivalent of heat
The actual formula usea was
c s y<ibo.^ S^rl
i
ft sec-1
.-1S375 ft sec""* for equilibrium flow
-3i2-
c » 80oy ft sec"*^- for constant composition flow
Isp s c/g sec (34)
Isp • j^ 7^ • '-60. 1 sec for equilibrium flow
Isp * aQofe, ft sec*
3
-
• ^49,6 sec (constant composl-
3*.* ft sec^ tion flow>
This Value of Igp represents the theoretical inaxi-
since IBp is uefineci by
I9p » £— * bug. * &
A g A g g
F • m c implies that the effective exhaust velocity
is equ<*l to the Jet velocity which is only true for a per-
fectly expanded, frictionless nozzle, with true axial flow
from nozzle throat,.
Step G. Calculation of Nozzle Thrust Coefficient (Cp)
The nozzle thrust coefficient (Cp) is a function of
F, Pc , ffc and is uefined as
Cp a F i C (35)
Pc ft C*
Cp « 8375 • l.o8 for equilibrium flow
60l4
Cw « 6034 * 1.34 for constant composition flow
60H
Step H. Calculation of, altitude Inaex (h)
The determination of the altituae index is based on
values of altitude index and loading factor varying with
density and specific impulse.
Arguments of propellant density ana specific impulse
were used to determine the corresponding altitude index ex-
pressed in miles, With this method of determining alti-
tude it was possible to find and plot altitude index as a
function of weight percent addition of the third component,
The densities used are those shown in Table IV,
It is first necessary to find the average propellant density
from the ratio of the molecular weight to the total volume
of the reactants,
The propellant mass • m » 160. 32 gms,
The total volume equals 131,72 cm^.
* * fe (36)
? * 16Q.o^ gm » 1,32 gms get3
131.72 cm*
Isp fro© previous calculation is equal to 249 #6 sec
(constant composition) and equal to 260,1 sec (equilibrium
flow)
.
With these values of ISp and C enter the tables and
pick off the corresponding value of altitude index (h) equal
47^ miles for constant composition flow and equal to 527
miles for equilibrium flow.
—
o4—
DISCUSSION OF Rii^ULTS .
Considerations have indicated that hydrogen is
the best additive to a bipropellant system for reduction
of heat transfer because of its high heat capacity per
unit weight and its low molecular weight which results in
increased performance ana reducea combustion temperature
providing equilibrium conditions are attained and complete
mixing is assumed. In a practical system it is proposed
that the addition of hyarogen be accomplished by the use
of liquid hydrogen (Ho(l)) or by the use of a molecule
whose dissociation products are predominantly low molecular
weight, i.e., liquid ammonia (NH3(1))* The effect on the
performance of the propellant systems, N2O4 - %H4, RFNA *
B2%4$ anu B^°2 • ^^4* *>y addition of liquid hydrogen and
liquid ammonia has been calculated for various percentages
of additive. These results are tabulated in Tables V to
XVI and demonstrated in Figures 1 to 16.
For each tri^ropeliant system a table of all parame-
ters computed assuming equilibrium flow conditions, a table
of all parameters computed assuming constant composition
flow conditions, curves of chamber temperature, exhaust
temperature, specific impulse, and altitude index against
weight per cent aduition of third component for both equi-
librium and constant composition flow, and a curve of per-
centage variations for these same parameters are presented*
The percentage variation better illustrates the
relative effect of the addition of th« third component on
the performance parameters. The percentage variations are
based on the ratio of the parameter to the stoichiometric
value of the system being considered. The change in value
of a parameter from the value at stoichiometric can readily
be determined from the curve showing this variation as a
function of weight per cent addition of the third component.
This information is valuable in selecting a propellant
system for a given specification.
It is well to note that the constant composition
values of the variation of the parameters appear larger
than the values of the variation of the parameters for
equilibrium flow. It must be remembered that the absolute
value of the parameter for equilibrium flow considerations
is always greater than or equal to, but never less than
the value of the parameter for constant composition' con-
siderations,
A. ADDITIOH OF LIQUID HYDROGEN TO A STOICHIOMETRIC MIXTURE
OF NITROGEN T£TROJtfDE AMD HXDRAZINK
The addition of hydrogen to the combustion chamber
will alter the average molecular weight, the specific heat,
and influence the component equilibria. The first effect
is sufficient to cause an increase in performance (because
of decrease in H) at the same time lowering the chamber
temperature because of the reduction in available energy
and the high heat capacity of hydrogen.
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The nitrogen tetroxiae-hyurazine system at stoichio-
metric for equilibrium flow has a hi^h chamber temperature
(Tc - o^ou K), a hi<£h specific impulse (I sp « £69»£ sec),
a high altitude index (h s b*;b mi.) # anu a characteristic
velocity (c* = bMft ft sec""1 ). (Cf. Table V.) These re-
sults make this a desirable system. However, it is immedi-
ately apparent that there are severe temperature problems
involved in u*in^ thxs propeilant system, for long tern.- opera-
tion. Therefore, the effect of the addition of hydrogen on
this propeilant system was evaluated.
The parameters for this system are shown in Figures
1 and 2 and their Values are shown in Tab^e V ana VI.
Chamber temperature and exhaust temperature both de-
crease almost linearly with the increase of hydrogen showing
approximately 48 per cent drop in chamber temperature with
addition of 16.^o per cent by wei^i.e hydrogen ana approxi-
mately bo per' cent decrease in exhaust temperature (constant
composition flow) ana 6b per cent decrease in exhaust tempera-
ture (equilibrium flow) for the sao;e addition by weight hy-
drogen (16.<Jo per cent). Thus, it is seen that the effect
of the thira component on the temperature is desirable.
An increase in specific impulse is observed by the
addition of hydrogen reaching a L-uiximum between 8-10 per cent
by weight addition of hydrogen. The maximum increase is ap-
proximately 11 per cent for constant composition flow consider-
ation and 6.3 per cent for equilibrium flow consideration.
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Altitude Index, shows a 5 per cent increase at ap-
proximately ^.b. per cent addition by weight of hydrogen
for the assuiuea constant composition flow process and a
8 per cent increase at 0.5 per cent addition by weight hy-
drogen for the assumed equilibrium flow condition.
It is well to note that the percentage decrease in
altitude index is less than the percentage decrease in
chamber temperature, so the overall effect is still favor-
able* In practice the two factors would have to be care-
fully weighted depending on the use to which the missile
is to be put. For hydrogen addition greater than 5 per cent
by weight the percentage decrease in altitude index lags
the percentage decrease in chamber temperature by three to
tan p^sr cent for equilibrium flow, and for constant compo-
sition flow by nine to seventeen per cent.
The effective exhaust velocity (c) increases to a
maximum of 8667 ft sec"""** at approximately 9.4 per cent by
weight of hydrogen for constant composition flow, and reaches
a maximum of 8868 ft sec~* for equilibrium flow at approxi-
mately the same weight per cent addition of hydrogen as for
constant composition flow.
The characteristic velocity follows the effective
exhaust velocity reaching a maximum of 6413 ft sec** for the
same weight per cent addition of hydrogen.
The thrust coefficient (Op) decreases from 1.48 to
1.38 for constant composition flow and increases from 1,34
to 1.38 for equilibrium flow, The thrust coefficient is
-o -
the same for both flow assumptions after the chamber tempera-
ture is suppressed to the point where there is no re-
association energy appearing in the nozzle expansion,
B, ADDITION OF LIQUID AKKONIA TO A STOICHIOMETRIC MIXTURE
OF NITROGEH TETROXIDL AttD HYDRAZINE
The introduction of low molecular weight constituents
into the combustion chamber by the use of liquid ammonia
produces results similar to those obtained by adding hydro*
gen and for missile use the handling problem is greatly
simplified. The change in performance is smaller, however.
For this system the results are presented in Tables
VII and VIII and Figures 3 and 4,
The exhaust temperature decreases almost linearly
with the addition of ammonia showing very little difference
for either equilibrium or constant composition flow. For
an addition of 17.91 per cent by weight of ammonia a reduction
in exhaust temperature of approximately 38 per cent is ob-
tained for equilibrium flow and isl per cent for constant
composition flow*
As can be seen in Figure 3 the change in specific
impulse (Isp) reaches a maximum of ^bl sec and ^60 sec at
approximately 5 per cent addition by weight of ammonia for
constant composition flow and equilibrium flow respectively.
The chamber temperature decreases steadily with
the addition of ammonia, but it is to be noted that for
approximately the same weight per cent addition o cnia
and hydrogen a reduction In chamber temperature of 19 per
cent io obtained with liquid ammonia while a reduction of
chamber temperature of 48 per cent is obtained by the ad-
dition of liquid hydrogen.
Altitude index Increases with the aduition of am-
monia to ft maximum (h * 527 miles) at approximately "6 per
cent addition by weight ammonia for equilibrium flow. For
equilibrium flow the altitude index reaches a maximum
(h * 483 miles) at approximately 5 per cent audition by
weight of ammonia.
The effective exhaust velocity increases to a maxi-
mum of 8375 ft see~^ at approximately £.7 per cent addi~
tion by weight of ammonia for equilibrium flow. An increase
to a maximum of 8076 ft sec~* at 5 per cent addition by
weight of ammonia is obtained for constant composition flow.
The characteristic velocity (c*) follows the same
trend as the effective exhaust velocity reaching a maximum
value of 6017 ft see-* at five per cent ammonia.
The thrust coefficient (Cp) changes from 1*40 to
1,38 for equilibrium flow and increases from l.o4 to 1.37
for constant composition flow Indicating that the charac-
teristic velocity ana specific impulse vary in a similar
manner with various percentages of third component.
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C. .RAL RESULTS APPLICABLE TO ALL S tBVBStXOAKSD
The effect of the addition of hydrogen and asveBl*
to the other propellant systems is very similar to the ef-
fect on the performance and temperature changes for the ad-
dition of the third component to the nitrogen-tetroxide
sy steins . Therefore, little would be gained in a detailed
discussion of the remaining systems. The results of ill
the systems if* presented in Tables V-XXIV and Figures 1-17,
The calculations for the assumption of constant
composition flow in all threti systems reveal that the ab-
solute changes arc of a smaller oruer of magnitude on the
addition of a third component than are the equilibrium flow
results. Actually the flow condition may fall somewhere
between the equilibrium flow ana constant composition flow
assumptions, however, it is "well to demonstrate both ty^es
of flow M limiting conditions.
A stud^ of the results reveals that:
1. The exhaust temperature for equilibrium flow
is affeetea the most of all.
2. With the exception of the RFNA-NH3(l) -N2H4
system the exhaust temperature for constant
composition flow is affected to the next
greatest extent.
o. The chamber temperature is affected the next
greatest extent with the same exception as
stated in (<i) . For weight per cent additions
-41~
v greater than 6 per cent, (^) ana (w) .are cor-
rect as stated with no exception.
4« Altitude index for equilibrium flow is the
parameter affected the next greatest amount.
5. The specific impulse maintains the highest
percentage of its value at stoichiometric
with the value for variation in specific im-




is defined by (ISp/Igp° * WTc> and if
2 (h) *s <*•**•&«<* by (k/k° - To/Te°)» wherein the superscript
term is the value at stoichiometric, it is found that the
value of each of these parameters was practically constant
for equal percentages of hydrogen for the three systems
The same is true for equal percentage 3 of ammonia added
to the three systems.
These values for the hydrogen systems and the ammonia
systems were averaged and the average error in the parameter
for any system when compared wit^h this mean value for
the three systems Was small. This is' Illustrated in the
following results for the nitrogen tetroxide-liquid hydrogen-
hydrazine systems
Vm far^eter,, ATin^rrfflr, MS&*.3?XM
Equilibrium Ei.p
0.004 0.008
Constant Composition Blsp 0.01© 0.021
Equilibrium % 0.006 0.00?
Constant Composition % 0«Q27 0*030 s
Similar variations v,ere Touna for the other systems.
The values of these parameters are listed in Tables XVII-XXIV
and Figure 17,
The following general results are observed
i
1, The aiaount of the variation of the chamber
temperature exceeds the variation in speci-
fic impulse and altitude index by a constant
value.
8* Hydrogen is more effective than ammonia based
on the effect on the performance parameters
of the systems under Investigation,
The obvious usefulness of these relatively simple
parameters lies of course in their adaptability in pre-
dicting performances of tripropellant systems onee the
chamber temperature curves have been calculated or esti-
Biatedj anu as an indirect means for illustrating the rela-
tive merit of a series of thira Components under considera-
tion as possible coolants*
This parameter was applied to data available from
other sources. It is shown in Table XVIII that Elsp
calculated from data for constant composition for liquid
oxygen-liquid hydrogeh-hydrazlne system (Cf , Kef. 3) was
in goou agreement with the results discussed before.
In comparison with data for carbonaceous tripropellant
systems (Cf, Ref , 4) it was found tnat agreement was satis-
factory with exception tnat ElSp for system containing
carbon was not in sufficient agreement. It is believed,
however, that similar parameters might be useful in analyzing
-45*
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^300°K kcals. gram molf
r°K «2 H 2 i:o co 2 o 2 *2 OH NO H, H,0 RAT
SOO .0 I
400 695 0.81 I .699 942 721 u 897 .497 c 199
500 1 393 1 641 1 404 i 970 1 .447 1 399 993 0, 397
600 2 093 2 496 2 12?. 3 072 2 203 2 112 1 490 596
700 2 796 3.380 2 862 4 232 2 981 2 640 1 987 795
800 3 502 4.292 3 615 5 441 3 .778 3 .582 2 484 993
9O0 4 .212 5 234 4 386 6 692 4 .594 4 .343 2 981 1 192
1000 4 931 6.208 5 171 7 976 5 421 5 118 4 985 5 .308 3 .477 1 390
1100 5 657 7 211 5 973 9 291 6 .278 5 .907 5 725 6 133 3 .974 1 589
1200 6 .393 8.247 6 785 10 .629 7 .135 6 .709 6 465 6 .958 4 471 1 .788
1300 7 138 9 312 7 606 1 1 .989 7 .990 7 .520 7 .233 7 .800 4 .967 1 986
1400 7 .895 10 399 8 437 13 .367 8 .847 8 .342 8 .002 8 643 5 .464 2 185
1500 8 .664 1 1 .519 9 .275 14 .760 9 .704 9 .173 8 783 9 .499 5 .961 2 384
1600 9 .439 12.660 10 .120 16 . 168 10 592 10 .009 9 584 10 .355 6 .457 2 582
1700 10 226 13 621 10 972 17 587 1 1 .481 10 854 10 .390 11 221 6 .954 2 781
1800 1 1 .023 15.006 1 1 829 19 .017 12 .369 11 .703 11 197 12 088 7 .451 2 980
1900 1 1 828 16 206 12 .689 20 .455 13 .257 12 558 12 015 12 .957 7 947 3 178
200C 12 .644 17 424 13 .554 21 .902 14 146 13 417 12 834 13 .827 8 .444 3 377
2100 13 .466 18 6 59 14 .423 23 358 15 .061 14 279 13 643 14 700 8 941 3 576
2200 14 295 19.909 15 294 24 820 15 .974 15 .143 14 506 15 598 9 438 3 774
2300 15 .132 21 .171 16 .169 26 .290 16 869 16 013 IS 360 16 .480 9 935 3 973
2400 15 975 22 446 17 .045 27 .760 17 .802 16 883 16 213 17 364 10 .430 4 171
2500 16 .827 23.733 17 923 29 242 18 .717 17 .758 17 080 18 .249 10 928 4 .370
2600 17 .683 25.031 18 .807 30 .729 19 659 18 636 17 .936 19 .143 1 1 425 4 569
27«0 18 542 26.336 19 .691 32 .218 20 .601 19 .516 18 807 20 .036 1 1 921 4 .767
2800 18 .410 27 656 20 .576 33 712 21 .543 20 399 19 .678 20 .929 12 .418 4 966
29O0 20 .282* 28.980 21 .464 35 .211 22 .486 21 284 20 563 21 .823 12 915 5 165
3000 21 .160 30.315 22 353 38 .712 23 .427 22 .170 21 .447 22 716 13 411 5 363
3100 22 .041 31 .6SB 23 .242 38 .222 24 .384 23 058 22 335 23 .617 13 908 5 562
3200 22 927 33.006 24 .136 39 .734 25 344 23 .947 23 .227 24 .519 14 405 5 761
3300 23 .818 34 362 25 .028 41 244 26 308 24 837 24 121 25 421 14 .901 5 959
3400 24 .712 35 723 2t 923 42 .764 27 .276 25 729 25 021 26 325 15 398 6 158
3500 25 611 37 092 26 .818 44 .281 26 .247 26 622 25 .920 27 229 15 894 6 356
3600 26 .512 38 466 27 .715 45 .808 29 .219 27 516 26 822 28 135 16 392 6 555
3700 27 .416 39 845 28 613 47 332 SO .198 28 412 27 .730 29 041 16 889 6 754
3800 28 .326 41 .231 29 .512 48 862 31 .178 29 307 28 640 29 948 17 .385 6 952
3900 29 .236 42 619 30 412 50 394 32 .164 30 .205 29 552 30 856 17 882 7 151
40OO 30 153 44.010 31 .313 51 .930 33 .153 31 104 30 467 31 761 18 379 7 350
4100 31 .069 45 413 32 215 53 .471 34 139 32 006 31 390 32 682 18 875 7 548
SOURCE OF DATA
THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES Of PROPELLANT GASES . H I RSCHFELDER
.
CURTIS.
MLCLURE AND OSBORNE 0. S R. D REPORT a 547
NOTE: FOX US£ Of THIS TA^LE IN CALCULATE' I ICAl PhOPtlLANT PERFORMANCE
Cf\ PPOGRtSS REPORT |.2f
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TABLE III
WM OF FOfitemOS USED IN THIS INVESTIGATION
H2 (l) l.b48
a k cal mol-1
n^Q2 44.516
b «










• NH3 (1) .. -il6.07
G







Calculated by L. G. Cole from d^tu in Chemical Rubber pub-
lishing Company Handbook, of Chemistry and Physics, pp. 1745-
1747 (1945).
^Chemical Rubber Publishing Company Handbook of Chemistry
and Physics (1947).
cBichowski, F. R., Rossini, F. D., "The Thermochemistry of
ChcLiicai Substances" Keinhold Publishing Corporation (1836),
All other data from "Tables of Selected Values of Chemical
Thermodynamic Properties", National Bureau of Standards
(U, S. Department of Conferee) with support of Office of
Naval Research, USN, March 51, 1947.
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TABLL IV
DE8SITIBS USED IN THlii INVESTIGATION
Component
gm ckj~s
»8«4 1,01 at 15° C
«8<>8 i.465 at 0° C
N^U) 1.4^1 at 0° C
H«(l) 0,07 at *2&£*i
NH3 (1) 0.648 at ^0° C
HM03(6.8SI, K£ 4) 1.545 at £0° C
A-5
JABUS V
VARIATI08 OF PJ£R fflTH WiT PER CBH*
OF LIQUID HYDiiCGM FOR S^0^*Hg(l)*M2H4| SYbTri;.
AS8UkIMG KaOXUfiRZW FLOW C0HDITI0H8
CD W (3) (4) (5) (6) (?) (6)




°K °K gm cm-3
0.00 0.00 3253 1.000 2334 1.000 1.25 lJ1.446
0.64 0.50 5*354 1.000 2270 0.973 1.13 J30.407
i#28a 1.00 3206 0,992 2149 0.921 l.os ;i~.4l3
1.90 1.50 5138 0.977 -057 O.C-7o 0*94 ;L8.452
.
.00 oO. 0.i;5& 1950 0.827 0.88 L7.597
4.91 4.00 ki809 0,669 15^8 0.685 o.68 ;14.866
9.37 8.00 .33 0.706 1185 0.508 o.48 :LI. 475
16.23 15.00 ie$s o»«as 809 O.o47 0.55 8.468
(9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16)
^t: c* c
-^sp *J /T °sp/ *sp CF h h/h°
ft sec-1 ft sec"*1 sec sal.
O.GO ^965 8o46 ~ t2 1 .000 1.40 525 1.000
0.64 6105 84y7 265, 9 1 .018 1.5b 5o6 1.021
1. 6198 6587 ^66 i,7 1,f029 1.36 527 1.004
1.90 Q>it>4 8655 268,,6 1,.037 1.36 521 0.992
2*&g 6503 8715 270,,8 1 ,044 1.38 519 0.989
4.91 6590 88^5 274,.1 1 .057 1.38 492 0.937
9.37 6413 8868 275,,4 1 .063 1.58 420 0.800
18*85 6337 8757 271,.3 1 .047 1.38 330 0.629
A-6
EABLE VI
WITH - yd7 per c:
OF i ill FOIi Ng04-%(i)-ii 4j }i4 SYSTEM
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VARIATION OF P 1 OE PARAMETERS WITH WEIGHT PER CENT
OF LIQUID AMMOHIA FOR Nc^-NR^l)-!^^ SYSTEM
ASSUMING E .jUILlBRIUk FLOW CONDITIONS
(1) (2) (3) (4) (ft) (6) (7) (8)
wt$ QLi>S tc T,3/*c° *• Te/Te° f I
°K °K gifl cm
-3
0.00 0.00 53 1 .000 £oo4 1,000 1. If> .-1.446
£,66 0,£5 08 .992 46 0.96£ 1,£< ' <c0.842
5,17 0.50 5161 ,978 £102 0,901 1,15; - £0.£14
9.83 1.00 3017 . 93^ 184£ 0.789 1*14 19.071
14.04 1.50 2830 .875 16£8 0.698 l.K) 18,088
17.91 2.00 £6£8 .813 1456 0»6&4 1,07 17, £53
w (10) (ID a*:1 (13) (14) (IS) (16)
v% c* c lsp Isp^Igp Cf h h/h°
ft sec"* ft sec*"" see mi.
0.00 5965 8546 259,,2 1 .000 1,40 621 1,000
£.66 6014 bo75 £60,,1 1 .003 1.39 527 1.004
5.17 6017 8343 259,.1 .999 1,39 5£3 0.996
9.33 5976 8££9 £55.,6 ,986 1.36 498 0,949
14.04 584.8 8073 £50,,7 ,tf67 1.38 47£ 0,899




OF LIQUID HIA rOR %O4-NH3 (1)~%H4 8XST1
A8SU&ING COHSTAJTC COkPOblTIOft fr'LOV.' CONDITIONS
(1) («) (3) (4) (») (6) (7) (8)
WT> k0Iu£8 / *c TeAc° *• Te/Te° 7 I
°K °K -3gIB C1D
0.00 0.00 3^33 1.00 18£3 1.000 1.25 £0,900
• 06 0.^5 5^08 0,998 lb09 0.992 1 %£H 20.364
5.17 0.50 0I6I 0.976 1780 0.S76 1.19 19.886
9,85 1.00 5017 0.935 1687 0*926 1.14 18,911
14.04 1.50 ^boQ ...875 1556 0.854 1,10 18,018
17.91 2»00 &6K8 0.815 1454 0.787 1.07 Yt^tZib
w (10) (11) (IS) (x») (14) (15) (16)
ntfL c# c *sp *sp/*sp CF , h h/h°
ft sec"'3* ft sec~l sec mi.
0.00 5965 7970 £47, 5 1 .000 1,34 47b 1.000
^.66 6014 8039 c49,.6 1 .008 1.54 479 1.015
5.17 6017 8076 <j50,.8 1 .013 1,54 483 1*028
9.83 5976 6065 £50,.5 1 .012 1.55 479 1.015
14.04 . 5o48 7996 948,.3 1 .003 1.37 460 0.975
17.91 5705 7616 84 7 .mi 1,37 4 4 0.898
A-9
TABLE IX
VARIATION OF PER C£ PAii - . P£H C,.:,T
Oj? LIPOID S5fDfiOG10l FOh %0;o-Hj=; (l)-N^H4 SYSTB









































































































































Hi ±LOX 0. PABAMBTKJ KIOHT P. R?
OF LIQUID HTDROO^H FOB HoC.,-H^(l)-N..R4 SYST1
A. I COVSTaUT COMPOSITION FLO.v COKDITIOtIS
(1) (*) (3) (*) (£>) (*) (7) (B)
WT* M0LL5 Tc T,3/TC° *• WTe° f I
°K °K gm cm".3
0.00 0.00 z8~l 1 .000 jl694 1.000
1
1.28 19.418
1.00 0.50 <i845 0,.997 1677 0.990 i.09 :L6.126
1.97 1.00 ^749 0,.964 1600 0.945 0.95 :L6.892
*,.9o 1.50 *6o9 0,,9<i6 151k; 0.693 u.85 15.604
3.87 *.0Q «i5^7 0,.886 14ki8 0.843 0.77 14.840
7.46 4.00 ii!40 0,.751 1141 0.G76 0.56 lii.010
13.88 8,00 16^8 »571 798 0.471 0.38 8.938
<_3 • cil\ 15.00 1143 0,.401 528 0.512 0.26 6.515
w (10) (U) M1 (13) (14) (15]) (16)
WT£ c* c lsp ^sp/lsp CF h h/h°
ft see""1 ft sec*"1 sec mi.
0.00 5773 785a Ai4b,,8 1,.000 1.36 458 1.000
1. 5tf3^ 8107 2ftl 4,8 1 .035 1.57 474 1.035
1.97 5976 8<s34 255,,7 1 ,049 1.38 468 U082
• oo 6012 dQ ^58,,4 1 .060 1,38 458 1.000
.87 6044 8565 i*59,,8 1 .066 1.38 455 0,993
7.46 6095 8459 ci6fc.
,
7 1 .076 1.39 409 0.893
I .88 6085 8596 £60,.7 1 ,069 1.38 3^6 0.712




OF LIQUID H H2<^-»%(l)-*»fi« 8YSI
AkoULli<G £,uILXbKIUU FLGvv CONDITIONS








?e *e' e "P 1
°K °K gl, Cffi^
.'.00 0.00 ' ^851 1.000 1979 l.tOO 1*28 19.747
4.08 0.£5 £804 0.983 1767 0*693 1,23 16,851
7.84 0,50 2677 0.93b 1606 0*812 1.19 18.049
14.54 1.00 £376 0.833 134£ 0.678 1,12 16.719
80*32 1.50 209^ .736 1140 0,576 1.07 15.698
£5.38 £.00 imti .0.653 977 \J * ^i tr^ 1.03 14,901
(8) (13) (11) (!-]) (13) (14) (1&) (16)
WT^ c* c Isp ^sp/^sp Cp h h/h°
ft sec""1
-.1
ft sec x sec si.
0.00 5773 6067 *50,.5 1,,000 1,40 489 1.000
4.08 5804 8035 24 ,.5 0,,996 1.38 479 0,980
7.84 5699 £8 ^46
,
o,
, 80 1.3b 460 0.941
14.54 5487 7648 £37,,5 0,,948 1,39 419 0,857
20«&2 5£83 7351 ££8,,3 0,,911 1.39 371 0.759
£5.38 5081 7048 £18,,9 0,,874 1,39 333 0,661
TABLL XII
VARIATION Or PAi mi P£B CEMT
OF LIQUID AMMONIA FOh Hg08-HB3(l)-lteH4 SYSTEM
1
A3SUHIUG C( - MT COM? ION FLOW CONDITIO;
(1) (*) (0) (4) (6) (6) (V) (8)
Ifc fcOLhS Tc Tc/Tc
°
*• TeAe° f 1
°* °K gm Ciu"-3
.00 0.00 -s851 1 .GOG 1694 i.000 l.kil3 19.418
4,08 0.^5 ;J804 ,iyb3 1654 0.976 1»23 18.732
7,84 0.50 <*>77 .939 1553 0.917 1.19 18.001
14, b4 1,00 76 .83^ 13. 0,787 l.LQ 16.710
«0.3~ 1.50 2099 .756 1138 0,672 1.07 15.696
k:t>,58 -i.00 loo~ .653 977 0,577 1.03 14,901
(0 (10) (11) <1»]> (13) (14) (15) (16)
WT^ c* C lsp *S,p/lsp Cp h h/h°
ft 56C-1 ft sec"*-I sec nd.
0. 5775 7652 ^4o,,8 1 .000 1.36 460 1.000
4.08 5804 7916
1
245 <,8 1 ,008 1.36 462 1.004
7.84 5689 7676 ^44,,6 1 .003 1.38 458 0.996
14.54 5487 7637 S3?,,3 .969 1.39 419 0.911
£0.3^ JO 7o46 2£8« 1 .956 1.39 .71 0.807
. .08 5081 7048 ii!8,,9 . j8 1.39 0.724
A-13
TABLE XIII
?ARIATI0H OF PERFOi !£ P »ITH M P^B CBHT
OJ? LIQUID HYDROGidi FOR HFM-H., (l)-N2H4 SYSTEM
AB3UMISG giQUILIBftHM FLOW CONDITIONS
(1) (2) (5) (4) (6) (6) (7) (8)
Wfy MOLES ?c Tc/Tc
°
Te Te/Te° f l
°K °K gm cbj"
3
0,00 0.00 y&57 1*000 £037 1.000 1.26 J>1*387
0,90 0.50 ^949 0.997 1858 0.918 l.ii :L9.791
1*79 1.00 ;*856 0.966 1716 0,642 0.98 :L8.413
J^.65 1.50 ^746 0.929 1593 0.762 0.88 L7.S01
3,51
,
£.00 ZQoid 0,890 1490 0.731 0.79 L6.153
6.78 4*00 S&&9 0*964 1179 0.579 0.59 13.064
15.46 B.00 16o0 0.568 816 0.401 0.40 9,693
-1.43 lb. 00 1184 0.400 543 0.^76 0.27 7.019
(S) (10) (ii) (i^;
)' (13) (14) (16) (16)




ft sec sec *i.
0.00 5660 7870 ^44,A 1 ,000 1,39 460 1.000
0.90 ban • 6u^6 £49,,3 1,,0£0 1.36 468 1.017
1.79 5844 8107 asi,,8 1 .030 1.39 458 0*996
.65 5898 8160 63,A 1 .037 1,38 449 0.976
.51 5909 8193 ^54,,4 1 .041 1.39 436 0.948
6.78 £968 8245 £56
|
il 1,,048 1.38 386 0.839
13.46 59J7 8179 ^54, 1.,039 1.36 513 0.680
-1.43 ' 5764 7889 4fc,.0 1 .002 1.38 312 0.461
A-14
TABU. XIV
VARIATION OF i | CUIT
OF LIQUID HIDfiOOEH TOB RFKA-HgCl)-*^ SYSTi&l
ASSOMINO CONSTANT COMPOSITION /LOW CGKDItXGHa
(1) (8) (*) (4) (*) (6) (7) (8)
WTJb MOLbb Tc Tc/Tc
°
Te WTe° f ¥
°K °K gc cm~^
0.00 0.00 ~9t>7 1 1705 1.000 l*g$ c:1.006
0.90 O.bO 2949 ,t^7 1696 0.9,,6 l.U 19.614
1.79 1.00 i;656 0..^66 1618 0.951 0.98 ie.&do
.65 1.50 3746 .929 1540 0,904 0.88 17.149
.ftl a. 00 2632 .890 1455 0.654 0.79 16.1^6
6.78 4.00 B&S9 .754 1173 0.689 0.59 13.065
13.46 8.00 1680 .568 816 0.479 0.40 9.693
21,48 15.00 1184 .400 545 0.319 0.27 7.019
(9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16)
Qf c* c Isp lsp/lsp Cf h h/h°
ft sec""1 ft sec"" :L sec mi.
0.00 5660 7658 137,,8 1,,000 1,55 437 1.000
..90 5611 7bQ2 >d44 (.6 1,,0^o 1.56 447 1.0^3
1.79 5844 8QS2 £4 , 1 1,.046 1.57 447 1.0h3
...6b 5698 8096 251,A 1, 055 1.37 441 1.009
.61 5909 6155 *.> 35 1,,065 1.58 430 °.984
6.78 5b58 8i^44 ..56,,0 1,,075 1.38 586 0.883
,
59^7 8179 ,-54,,0 1,,066 1.38 • 515 0.716
ai.43 t>764 7669 ^45, 1,.050 1,36 31£ 0.465
A-15
TABLE XV
VARIATION OF PSKFGBMA8CJS PAKA ! ITU WEIGHT .PLh CLHT
OF LIQUID AM&ONI* FOB RFNA-H%(l)-KyH4 SYSTEM
ASSUMING EQUILIBRIUM FLOW CONDITIONS
(1) (2) (3) iw (5) (6) (7) (8)
w^ MOLES *c ic/ io Te Te/V 1
°K °S gID CIS'-3
0.00 0.00 2957 1,.000 £037 1.000 1.2S Jol.367
3,70 0.2b 2913 0,.985 1823 0.695 1.24 t**\J « ^.J'Ote
7.13 0.50 ^783 .941 1648 0.809 l.iiO 13.491
13 .31 1.00 ij479 &.838 1385 0.63Q 1.13 17.995
18.72 1,50 <i!93 .74^ 1177 0.578 1,08 16 , 838
<;3.49 id. 00 1948 0,.65b; 1008 0.495 1.04 15.9^3
(9) (10) (11) (1^) (13) (14) (IS) (16)
m% c# C *8p *Sp' **p cF h h/b°
ft sec*1 ft sec""1 sec vi«
0.00 5660 7870 <i44«A 1 .000 1,39 460 1.000
5.70 5703 7863 <3yTX .E 4»B ,9b9 1.38 460 1.000
7.13 5587 7774 ^41,A ,988 1.39 441 0.959
13.31 5418 7508 ii33,,$ o .954 1.39 405 0.880
18.72 5206 7<^8 £<;4,,5 .919 1.39 358 0,778
25.49 5018 6958 ^16,,1 . 0\3tp 1.39 314 0.683
A-16
TABLiL XVI
VARIATION OF t PARAJ I WT PER CEJiT
OF LIQUID - HIA TOR n^NA-KH3 (l)-N^R4 SYSTI
ASSUMXNO COJISIAMT COHPOSITIOM PLG1 CONDITION:
(1) (2) (3) (4) C*) (6) (7) (8)
V/T% MOLi^S Tc 5,5/TC° T@ Te/Te° f I
°K °K
-3gm ca °
0.00 0.00 .57 1 .000 1703 1.000 1.28 cl.006
5.70 Q.tdb ysis o ,985 1669 0.998 1.24 20.216
7.13 0.50 j3 ,941 1578 0.927 1.20 ltJ.414
15.51 1.00 <o479 .8 1363 0.800 1.13 17 . 977
18.72 1.50 2195 >Hk 1173 0.669 1.08 16.840
^5.49 8.00 1948 .659 1008 0.592 1.04 l£>.923
(9) (10) (11) (X2]) (13) (14) (15) (16)
WTJb c* Isp IspZ-'-sp CF h h/h°
ft sec""1 -1ft sec sec ml.
0.00 5660 7667 238,,1 l t000 1.35 437 1.000
3.70 5703 7731 840,,1 1.008 1.36 441 1.009
7.13 5687 7690 238 <,8 1.003 1.38 43*i 0.989
13.31 5418 7467 232,,5 0.976 1.3b 402 0.920
13.72 5206 7^09 225,,9 0.940 1.36 3i>4 0.810
.49 5018 6956 216,,1 0.908 1.39 314 0.719
.'A-17
Table xvii
variatioh of id \ wi&h »bicrht pes i liquid hydro
foh equilibrium fxos conditions
















































Errors art- with respect to average value obtained
by averaging Eq \ of systems A, B, and C,
A-18
TABUS XVIII





D. 0^(l)~Hk (l)-N,H4 (
a )
Wt.* H 2(l) A B c
Average
of A.B&O D
0.00 0.000 o.eoo 0.000 0.000 0.000
5.00 0.114 »I$4 0.144
•
0.131 0*124
6.00 O.iibO Q.<;66 Q #£d£ 0.-76 0.-50
8.00 0.36b 0.545 0.356 0.356 0.3-3
10.00 0,456 0.400 0.416 0.417 0.592
Id. 00 0.490 0*452 0.464 0.469 0.458
lb. 00 0.556 0*$32 0.530 0.556 0.5i28
£0.00 - 0.606 0.614 0.610 0.630
Average rroK).015 0.011 0.005 0.016
Max. jirror 0.0*1 0.017 0.013 0.0*6
..rrors are with respect to average Value obtained
by averaging E(isp ) oi" systems A, B and C.
(a) Data w..s computed frou, ValU«8 lis tea in Kef, 3,
A-19
3Li^ XIX
VARIATION OF fc(h) WITh *EI(*H2 Pr,K CBHl OF LIQUID HYDRGGLN

















































Err rs are with respect to average value ob«
.iilnea by averaging E/^j of systems A f B and C#
A-;G
VARIAIIOM 0^ b(h) WITH WEIGH* PEB CJfiNT 0? LIQUID HYDROGEN















































i^rrors are with respect to average v ,lue obtained




VARIATION OF E(x ) WITH ffEIOHI PLh CENT OF LIQUID AMMONIA
FOR EQUILIBRIA rLOW C0KD1TI0MS
Propellant Systems:
E. H,0^%(1)^H4
F . KTKA-gHg (1) ~%H4












































Errors are with respect to average value obtained by
averaging E(i ) for systems D*. E ana F.
A-
TABLb XXII
variation s/j ) ffira b/eioht plk of LIQUID ALfcOHIA

















































ivrroro ^re with respect to aver. tg @ value obtained
by averaging




VARIATION OP K(h) WITH WEIGHT FEB CE8T OF LIQUID AKHOIIA

















































Errors ?ire with respect to average v.lue obtained by-
averaging B/jij for systems D, Ef ana F.
A-^4
TAJbLx. XaIV
VARIATION OF i^(h) WITH ] «TE PLR CENT OF LIQUID AMMONIA
















































hirers are with re^ptet to average value ob-






VARIATION OF JcfTc\l^/le vr IH/ jLiF$
AND h/h
NH
I TH W.E A QHT PElRCH-NiXD ° WI G
,<« IN Nj,04 -NH3 un-N^ SYSTE
8 12 IS 20












Q3L.QF l^T^Xtf*-, AflO h
Pf «!cfA/T A//*/?)
NH,tf). IN M»Ol --NH9
VARIATION OF Tc/TcVTe/




PERCENT NH 3 U)

8 12. 16 70
WEIGHT PERCENT H,U)

8 It 16 20 24
WEIGHT PERCENT NH 3 M)
B-13
8 \1 16 20 24-
GHT PERCENT THIRD COMPONENT
FJ GU^g 14 :
VARIATION OF YTir/TiS WITH WETCTT
PERCENT FH1RD COMPONf W"
4 8 II 16 70 Z4 28
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